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Bespoke Timber Security Doors

London: 0208 308 9500
Midlands: 0121 308 5000
Manchester: 0161 434 6000
info@henleyssecuritydoors.co.uk
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WELCOME
This brochure will tell
you all you need to
know about our
bespoke products, our
professional values
and our outstanding
services.
With over a decade of
experience within the
Physical Security
Sector, we can help
you achieve your
desired security level
without having to
compromise on
aesthetics.
Over the years we have
earned the reputation
that combines quality,
value, trust and
reliability,
manufacturing and
installing our own fully
tested physical home
security products.
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CONTENT

*Sources: Daily Mail and The Telegraph

We are a UK based security door
& safe room business providing
services across the United
Kingdom with worldwide
installation available for specific
projects.

With traditional home security
easily bypassed and house
alarms no longer attended to in
many areas by the police, there
was a need for a better solution.

Our bespoke manufacturing
service creates beautiful solutions
for both the interior and exterior,
whether a standard, oversized or
shaped door is required.

We've worked with many
victims to help them feel safe
again after a traumatic event,
such as coming face-to-face
with an aggressive and violent
intruder in their home. It's
something no one should have
to experience and our goal is to
ultimately help homeowners be
proactive and take control of
their home security before an
intruder decides to.

All doors are concealed with a
steel core and hinged from a
concealed steel frame, all of
which are completely covered in
timber and finished in a bespoke
design of your choice.

Henleys security doors ensure
that every homeowner and
their family have the precious
time needed to call for help in
safety within their home, in the
event of a burglary.

We specialise in replicating
original door designs and
transforming a space into a
hidden secure room with an
aesthetically pleasing entry.
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We proudly passed the
stringent Secure By Design
police testing in 2015 and our
doors are still made to the
exact, robust design they were
back then.
Our doors have achieved
Burglary Ratings STS 202 BR1,
BR2, BR3 and BR4 (LPS 1175 [SR]
alternative) and tested to
burglary rating standards by
Element Testing House, one of
the world's leading providers of
testing calibration and advisory
services.
With strict adherence to
rigorous safety and testing
standards and solid
accreditation, choosing a
Henleys security door is an easy
choice if you are looking for
reliable physical security
solutions.

THE PROBLEM
WITHOUT A HENLEYS SECURITY DOOR

EXPOSED

VULNERABLE

Traditional methods of
home security can be
easily bypassed, even
by unskilled intruders.

We are all at our most
vulnerable while we are
asleep, as we are unable
to defend ourselves &
our possessions.

ALONE
In many areas, house
alarms are no longer
attended to by the
police, as they are low
priority emergencies.

THE SOLUTION
WITH A HENLEYS SECURITY DOOR
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SECURE

STRONG

The intruder will not
come face to face with
you or your family if
they gain access to your
home.

Our steel core doors and
42mm deadbolt locking
mechanisms can
withstand attacks from
heavy weapons and tools.

SAFE
You can buy yourself
valuable time to call
for help or assistance
in a safety within your
home.

SERVICES
DOORS
High Security Internal
Doors ranging from BR2BR4, Burglary Rating

High Security External
Doors

High Security
Oversized Doors

High Security
Pivot Doors

High Security Bullet
Proof Internal and
External Doors

High Security Glazed
Doors

High Security Internal
fire resistant Security
Doors

High Security
Automatic internal &
External Doors

Ballistic Upgrades
available to all doors

Bullet Resistant Safe
Rooms

High Security Walling
ranging from BR2 BR4 Burglary Rating

ROOMS
Sanctuary Rooms,
Safe Rooms and
Sectional Security

WINDOWS
Bullet Proof Glass
Installation

High Security
Secondary Glazing
Options

High Security Mock
Sash Box Windows

DOOR FEATURES
Take a look at a sectional view of our doors and you'll see
why they are so special. Product features are listed below:

All manufactured right here in the UK.
Anti drill, anti snap, anti bump, 3*
security door barrels.
Bespoke match service, timber finished.
Hidden internal steel core layer, no steel
on show.
Security mounted hinges with security
bolts.
Reinforced Steel, Timber concealed Door
Frame.
Up to 12 point locking system.
Doors come tested up to a BR4 rated
burglary resistance.
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Bullet proof options available

SECONDARY GLAZED WINDOWS
Secondary glazing can be an extremely effective and efficient way of improving home security. It
involves installing a 'secondary' window i.e. a fully independent internal window on the inside of
your existing primary window.

WHY CONSIDER
SECONDARY GLAZING
Secondary Glazed Windows provide an
additional layer of security to your home.
These extremely robust steel frames on
our secondary glazed windows firmly
close with three locking points.
The range of glass that can be used
within the secondary glazed windows
ranges from anti-bandit security glass up
to hammer resistant and ballistic
mitigation glass.
All of these elements further strengthen
your overall home security and help to
lower the risk of forced entry and
aggravated burglary.
To effectively create a safe space in your
home, we recommend strategically
placing security doors and windows
throughout your home to create retreat
areas. See more in sectional security on
the next pages.

KEY BENEFITS & FEATURES
Peace of Mind

Discreet

Security Levels

Many Finishes Available

Adding an extra layer of security to keep
intruders out.

We can incorporate security glass within
the windows to accommodate your
requirements from our range of options.

Bespoke

Can be manufactured to match the
layout of your existing window.
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From the outside of the home, they
cannot be seen as they have a thin
profile.

Can be finished in many colours to
match existing windows.

Retrofit Installation

Can be installed into already lived in
homes without causing any damage
or disturbance.

SECTIONAL SECURITY
Dining Room
Kitchen

Utility Room

W.C.

Hall

Living Area

Study
Porch

Henleys Security Doors
Forced Entry Point

WHY CONSIDER SECTIONAL SECURITY?
Sectional security can be used to create safe areas for you and your family. By using several doors it
can effectively seal the intruder into one area of your home stopping them from coming face-toface with you, while preventing further damage or theft.
On the diagram above you can see that we have recommended changing the downstairs hallway
doors for our timber finished security doors. This in turn means when an intruder penetrates the
property through a window, in the dining room for example, they will come up against one of our
high security doors stopping them from gaining further access through the house.

KEY BENEFITS & FEATURES
Peace of Mind
Knowing you will not come face-to-face
with a potentially violent intruder.

Sealing an intruder off in one area
stopping them from gaining access to
other areas of the home.

Sleep Soundly

Bespoke Designs

Get a peaceful nights sleep knowing you
and your family are safe behind our
security doors.

Discreet
When you have guests within the home,
they will not know you have security
doors installed.
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Simple yet Effective

All of our security doors are
manufactured bespoke meaning we can
replicate your existing door designs.

Easy Process!
Simply send us the floor plans and we
can recommend the best positions to
install our high security doors.

PROTECTION LEVELS
There are 3 protection levels of security doors and windows to consider for this property.

LEVEL 1
Level 1 is for security door solutions that delay intruders for a
matter minutes and allow the clients to retreat to more
secure areas of the home.

LEVEL 2
Level 2 is a solution that stops determined intruders that
come armed with minimal tools to access the property and
have some knowledge of the home / family / layout of the
property. Level 2 can also be used to seriously delay
professional intruders using larger tools.

LEVEL 3
Level 3 is a solution that stops professional aggressive
intruders who arrive equipped with large tools from gaining
access to the client and have a vast knowledge of the
property layout.
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EUROPEAN OAK SECURITY DOOR
Bedroom Security Door
STS 202 BR2 Level 2 Viking Security Door
American Oak Stained Black Finish
Bespoke Match Service (replicated other
standard doors within the home)

DOUBLE MASTER SUITE DOORS
Double Doors to section off the entire
master suite creating a safe retreat area.
Double Doors that lock into the head of the
door and the floor.
Bespoke Match Service

WENGE SECURITY DOOR
Remote property that required more security
STS 202 BR4 Level 4 Spartan Safe Room Door
Single Internal Bedroom Security Door
Cross Grain Wenge Door Design
Polished Chrome Door Hardware

HARDWOOD SECURITY DOOR
English Heritage Estate in the Countryside
Polished Brass Door Hardware
Single High Security Internal door
Bespoke Solid Oak Door Design
4 Panel Raised and Fielded with Bespoke
Handmade Bolection Mouldings
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10 DOWNING ST DOOR DESIGN
Arched Glazed Security Top Light
6 Bolt Lock System
High Gloss 10 Downing Street Door Finish
Polished Chrome Hardware with Handmade
Swarovski Lever on Rose.

FRONT ENTRANCE SECURITY DOOR
London Terraced Townhouse
Internal Colour Inspired by American TV Show
'Friends' (Pantone 2086 C)
Dual Finish Design
Bespoke Decorative Hardware

TRADITIONAL COTTAGE DOOR
Matt Black Hardware
High Security Deadbolt Locking Mechanism
with a 42mm Throw
Bespoke Stain and Lacquered Finish to
Match Previous Front Door

HIGH SECURITY GLAZED DOORSET
Beautiful Family Home
Anti-Bandit Security Glass that can withstand
20 Hammer/Axe Blows
Double Door Combination
Polished Chrome Hardware
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SAFE ROOMS EXPLAINED

NO STEE
L
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!

For most Safe Rooms there are 3 main areas of security:
Walls, Floor and Ceiling
Doors and Windows
Alarms and Camera Systems

We offer 3 protection levels to choose from to suit your
individual requirements:

VIKING PROTECTION
We reinforce walling with structural stud work at specific spacings,
install tested steel works and finish with ply board, then
plasterboard ready to be decorated. This is designed to protect
against intruders with basic hand tools and is an excellent product
for those clients looking for additional security protection.

SPARTAN PROTECTION

We add Henleys Level 4 walling to walls, floors and ceilings designed
to protect against attacks from multiple tools including grinders,
sledgehammers, hooligan bars, axes and other large hand tools. This
walling protection is designed to protect against intruders that have
pre-planned an attack and are looking to obtain valuable items or
come into contact to harm a specific person.

BALLISTIC MITIGATION PROTECTION
We add bullet-resistant panels to walls, floors, doors and ceilings.
Bullet resistant (BR) panels are manufactured to protect against
a range of firearms. We offer BR protection ranging from 9mm
handguns through to 357 & 44 Magnum and shotgun protection.
We offer both lightweight and heavy-weight versions for
different applications.
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BEFORE
(Standard Timber Door)

BEFORE
(Standard Timber Door)
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AFTER
(Henleys Security Door)

AFTER
(Henleys Security Door)
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BEFORE
(Standard Timber Door)

AFTER
(Henleys Security Door)

BEFORE
(Standard Timber Door)

AFTER
(Henleys Security Door)
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BEFORE
(Standard Timber Door)

AFTER
(Henleys Security Door)

BEFORE
(Standard Timber Door)

AFTER
(Henleys Security Door)

TESTIMONIALS
PREVIOUS HENLEYS INSTALLATIONS

HOUSE MANAGER FOR UHNWF

From meeting and arranging our new
doors, Henleys promised a great service
but delivered much much more.
Meticulous surveying, friendly and
professional admin, copy and
production of the existing doors superb,
passionate, committed installation
team, a pleasure to have in your home.
If Henleys start a fan club we will be
founding members, so will you if you
engage with this wonderful company.

VULNERABLE HOMEOWNER

I became a widow three years ago and
found that being in the house on my
own at night was very stressful and
caused me to have many sleepless
nights. The thought of someone
breaking into my home while asleep
scared me so much. I then heard of
Henleys Security Doors and decided to
have one of their doors fitted on my
bedroom. I must say it is amazing as I
can now lock it with the knowledge that
I am perfectly safe...
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HOME INVASION VICTIM

Very pleased with the quality &
installation of the door. We now feel
secure & sleep well. Jason and Steve
were very thorough from start to finish
and went the extra mile to take our
wishes into account. I would
recommend Henleys to anybody who
wants peace of mind for themselves and
their family.

HOMEOWNER IN RURAL SCOTLAND

The security door installed by Henleys
has provided peace of mind for me
knowing that my family are safe, as I am
away from home often due to work
commitments. I am extremely pleased
how Henleys were able to replicate my
old door. I am very impressed with the
strength and quality of the door and
that I now also have a secure room to
keep my valuables safe. Henleys are a
friendly company to deal with and I am
happy to recommend them

We are proud of every single door we fit and deliver only the highest
quality with every single job we complete. We hope that the above
examples help you to see how unique to each job our products and
services are and allow you to place your confidence in Henleys.
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- WHAT MAKES A HENLEYS DOOR SO STRONG?

- WHAT DOOR SIZES ARE AVAILABLE?

The unique hidden steel core to the door and a
concealed steel frame with a timber finish.

Every door is manufactured bespoke so we can
cater for any door size.

- CAN PEOPLE TELL BY LOOKING AT A HENLEYS
DOOR, THAT IT IS A SECURITY DOOR?

- IS A HENLEYS SECURITY DOOR HARDER TO
BREAK IN TO THAN COMPOSITE OR UPVC DOOR?

No. Once your Henleys security door is installed,
there'll be no steel showing and the door will blend
into your home like a normal door.

Yes. In general composite and uPVC doors are
tested to a residential standard called Pas24
which is a low standard of break in testing, this
usually consists of using screw drivers and chisels.
Henleys Security Doors are tested to commercial
standards. These are much tougher and use tools
such as crowbars, hammers and axes.

- WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF A HENLEYS SECURITY
BEDROOM DOOR?
A Henleys door can protect you and your family from
intruders if they enter your home. It can be locked
very quickly in an emergency situation keeping you
safe being the door. You can also lock it from the
outside to keep your valuables safe when you are
away from the home.
- WHY IS A BEDROOM SECURITY DOOR AN
ESSENTIAL MEASURE FOR HOME SECURITY?
Most of our customers have been subject to an
aggravated burglary or have a fear of being subject
to such an attack. They also generally want to
protect themselves and/or their possessions. Whilst
double glazed windows and doors make you feel
safe, they are not very effective in stopping an
intruder from gaining access to your home and you.
If you become a victim of an attempted aggravated
burglary and you are fortunate enough to have a
Henleys security bedroom door installed, you will be
safe until help arrives.
- WHAT ARE HENLEYS MODERN SAFE ROOMS OR
SAFE BEDROOMS?
Henley's security doors and walls turn existing
bedrooms or internal rooms, into a modern discreet
safe rooms, complimented with modern alarms and
phone technology. If you are subjected to a burglary,
your bedroom security doors and walls will allow you
enough time to call for help and wait for the
authorities. Once installation has been completed, it
will seamlessly blend with your interior, concealing
your safe room.
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- WHAT DOOR STYLES ARE AVAILABLE?
Every door is bespoke so we can manufacture
almost any design and we can also replicate your
current doors if required.
- CAN I FIT THE DOOR MYSELF?
Yes, if you are a carpenter or have a good
knowledge of installing solid timber doors.
- HOW HEAVY IS THE DOOR?
Approximately 70 kg dependant on the timber
type, however the weight of the door once
installed is not too dissimilar to a hardwood
entrance door.
- HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR MY DOOR TO
ARRIVE?
Generally 4-10 weeks from the date of an order,
depending on the specification required.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for a
discussion if you have any further questions

Our Values
Security - Quality -Team Work
Highly Skilled Team Working Together
to provide a Quality Service and
Bespoke High Security.

Contact us
London: 0208 308 9500
Midlands: 0121 308 5000
Manchester: 0161 434 6000
Int: 0044 121 308 5000
info@henleyssecuritydoors.co.uk

Helping you achieve peace of
mind protecting everything
you love & value.
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